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Founded in 2013, the CR 
Business Immigration, S.C. 
Firm specializes in the 
Corporate  Immigration  Law, 
as well as in the Nationality 
Law.!

COMPANY BACKGROUND 



Currently, the firm has professional and administrative 
personnel of about 10 people dedicated to give solutions to 
any migratory needs, as well as to provide efficient solutions. 
You can depend on us to represent you before the migratory 
authorities in Mexico and keep you fully informed about each 
process or service.!

OUR TEAM 



The services of our law firm are 
designed in function to the specific 
needs of each of our clients which 
implies a high degree of flexibility to 
adapt to the business model of each 
of our clients.!

SERVICICE TO MESSURE 



We	offer	a	wide	range	of	services	related	to	the	transfer	of	
“Assigned	to	Mexico”,	as	well	as	consular	assistance	for	the	
obtaining	of	foreign	visas	for	mexican	or	foreigners	before	the	
consulates	that	do	not	require	the	presence	of	the	applicant.	

CONSULAR VISAS 



We provide support with legalization or apostille of 
documents to be used in other countries, as well as 
common documents requiered for visas in other countries, 
such as: Non-criminal background certificates, Medical 
certificates, Civil Registry certificates, Notarized 
certificates, etc.!

EMIGRATIONS 



We support our clients to obtain documents issued and 
certified in the country of origin to facilitate mobility when the 
assigned agenda does not allow them to take care of these.!

GLOBAL SERVICES 



Our offices are located in Mexico City and have strategic 
representations (branches) in various parts of the Mexican 
Republic.!

OFFICES 



FLOWS AND DYNAMIC PROCESSES 

Authorization of Work visa based on Job offer 

Confirm	the	
new	

assignment	

Coordinate	
call	and	send	
the	detailed	
descripYon	on	
the	applicable	

process.	

Creat	
the	
Po	

Generate	the	
wri[ngs	and	
applicaYon	

forms	and	then	
send	them	via	
mail	to	be	
signed.	

Receive	
original	

Enter	the	
procedure	
before	the	
NaYonal	
MigraYon	
InsYtute	
(INM)	

Send	the	
introductory	
mail	along	

with	the	iniYal	
quesYonnaire.	

Receive	the	
approval	of	
the	INM	

Sign	and	send	
the	original	
documents.	

Fill	out	the	
iniYal	

quesYonnaire
.	

Send	
documents	

and	
requirements.	

Consular	Visa	
stamped	in	
the	assigned	
Passport.	

Schedule	the	
appointment	
at	the	Consul	
of	Mexico.	

10	working	days	
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Data protection, privacy, and constant training in matters of 
non-corruption to staff.!

PROTECTION 



TRAINING 

Continuous training to our clients on immigration 
matters.!



IMMIGRATION AUDIT 


